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Cusp trap



A cross sectional drawing of the cusp trap



Musashi Trap



Collision frequency : 

Cross section of hydrogen molecule and antiproton : 

𝑎0
2 = 2.5x10−21 (𝑚2)

a. u. = 931.494 (𝑀𝑒𝑉/𝑐2)

Why UHV is needed



Number density of the hydrogen molecules : n = N/V = P/kT

Mean free time(1/ν𝐻2) of antiproton for several different hydrogen pressures

Considering typical operation period for the production of antihydrogen atoms in the present work
is 100s, pressure of hydrogen gas should be kept under 10−12Torr.



Relation between temperature and vapor pressure of various gases

1. Use TMPs as roughing pump and 
evacuate the chamber down to 10−10Torr.

2. Cool the bore tube down to 4K to freeze 
all residual gases but hydrogen.

3. Use NEG pumps, which has large 
pumping speed for hydrogen, to 
evacuate hydrogen.

Evacuating Process of Cusp Trap



TMP(Turbo molecular pump)

Clean mechanical compression pump.

The only purely mechanical vacuum pump that
can reach pressures of less than 5x10−10Torr.

Ideal for uses where a vacuum relatively free of
hydrocarbons is a must.

The turbo pump cannot exhaust directly to
atmosphere. Though usually backed by a rotary
mechanical pump.

Contribute little vibration to the operating
system.



Non-Evaporable Getter(NEG pump)

Non evaporable getters (NEG), based on the principle of 
metallic surface sorption of gas molecules, are mostly 
porous alloys or powder mixtures of Al, Zr, Ti, V and Fe. 
They help to establish and maintain vacuums by soaking up 
or bonding to gas molecules that remain within a partial 
vacuum. This is done through the use of materials that 
readily form stable compounds with active gases. They are 
important tools for improving the performance of many 
vacuum systems.



Ion pump

An ion pump (also referred to as 
a sputter ion pump) is a type 
of vacuum pump capable of 
reaching pressures as low as 
10−10 Torr under ideal 
conditions. An ion 
pump ionizes gas within the vessel 
it is attached to and employs a 
strong electrical potential, typically 
3–7 kV, which allows the ions to 
accelerate into and be captured by 
a solid electrode and its residue.



List of vacuum pumps and gauges(Cusp)

Upstream side

Downstream side



TMP-303M



NEG pump-Saes 社 CapaciTorr D400-2, B1300-2 MK5

CapaciTorr D400-2 CapaciTorr B1300-2 MK5



UV light source

RDB instruments, UVB-100
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